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Abstract
The attempts to use mobile robots in a variety of environments are currently
being limited by their navigational capability, thus a set of robots must be
configured for one specific environment. The problem of navigating an
environment is the fundamental problem in mobile robotic where various
methods including exact and heuristic approaches have been proposed to solve
the problem. This paper proposed a solution to the navigation problem via the
use of multiple robots to explore the environment employing heuristic methods
to navigate the environment using a variant of a Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP) known as Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (M-TSP).
Keywords: Mobile robot, TSP, Autonomous systems.

1. Introduction
Technological robotic hardware advancement has enable manufacturers to build
mobile robot to be used in a variety of environments including areas where the
mobile robot has to serve many service points. The tasks of the mobile robot
might be to deliver components and parts to areas with various geographical [1],
hospital services [2] and farming application in controlled environments [3]. In
many of these applications teams of robots can offer more advantages over single
robots as they offer greater flexibility through dynamic team coordination and
reorganization, greater efficiency through parallel task execution and greater
reliability through resource redundancy [4].
For a single mobile robot, motion planning algorithms are used to construct
navigation paths that are safe and optimal. Basic motion planning algorithms deal
with planning of motion of a robot between starting location and a terminal location
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Nomenclatures
A
C
G
H
K
NP Complete
pm
R
RC
u
V

All possible connection between V and C
Set of service points
Maximum number of evolutionary generation
Number of chromosomes in the pool
A specific robot in V
Nondeterministic polynomial time
Mutation rate
Data sets where points are randomly dispersed
Data set that has a mix of random and clustered data points
Number of copies for tournament selection
Set of identical robots

Abbreviations
M-TSP
TSP
VRP
VRPTW

Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem
Traveling Salesman Problem
Vehicle Routing Problem
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows

Existing approaches plan an initial path based on known information about the
environment, then modify the plan locally as the robot travels or re-plan the entire
path as the robot discover obstacles with its sensors, sacrificing optimality and
computational efficiency respectively. Motion planning for a team of mobile
robots will also need to include the solution for coordination of movement among
team members as the tasks will comprise missions that are spatially distributed
over a geographical area.
The problem of routing robots over available paths between target locations
(corresponding to the specific tasks) is known as multi-robot routing. The
objective of the routing algorithm is to find a route for each robot so that each
target location is visited once by exactly one robot (no waste of resources), all
target locations are eventually visited by some robot (mission completeness) and
the entire mission is accomplished successfully (optimization of performance).
As the mobile robot is required to service many locations and return to the
starting location, then the problem turns to a tour construction problem and can be
considered as a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). TSP deals with finding a tour
(route) for a salesman who starts from a home location, visits a prescribed sets of
cities (locations) and returns to the original location in such a way that the total
distance travelled is minimum and each city is visited exactly once [5]. TSP,
which falls under the categories of hard problem is one of the most famous and
well-studied problem in the area of combinatorial optimization thus many
possible solutions have been proposed [6].
Mobile robots usually have limited traveling distance due to the limitation of
the power source (battery). Thus efficient use of energy is important [7] and a
shorter path is preferable than a longer path when performing a given task. If the
robot travels between any two points, a shortest path algorithm may be used to
plan the path of the robot. For example, Stentz [8] used D* algorithm to construct
paths for robots in partially known and unknown-dynamic environments. An
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extension of this approach by Cagigas and Abascal [9] uses a hierarchical graph
to model large scale stationary environments and constructs paths using a new
hierarchical extension of the D* algorithm. An extension of the algorithm
includes a multi-criteria path planner that provides an efficient and natural way of
both defining and solving problems in which conflicting criteria are involved
[10]. In other studies [11, 12], a neural dynamics based approach is proposed for
real-time motion planning with obstacle avoidance of a mobile robot in a nonstationary environment. Some other approaches in mobile robot motion planning
include genetic algorithms [13] and fuzzy logic [14].
A time window associated with each of the service points is also a limitation
for the mobile robots where at each point a time frame where a particular service
or task must be completed, such as loading or unloading (service time). A robot
might arrive early but it must wait until start of service time is possible. The
objective of the problem then extends further than the original TSP where the
robot now must travel to service the points without violating the capacity (power)
and time window constraints. In many of the proposed solution the capacity
limitation is only the distance traveled [15].
The implications of implementing the TSP towards a team of robots further
create an extension of TSP known as the multiple travelling salesman problem
(M-TSP) with time windows. The M-TSP with time windows (also known as
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) have also been
generalized to a wide variety of routing and scheduling problems, for example,
the School Bus Routing Problem [16] and the Pickup and Delivery Problem [17].
However, M-TSP with time windows is also an NP-complete problem for which
optimal solutions can only be found for small size problems. It is known that
classical optimization procedures are not adequate for this problem. Good
heuristic techniques are necessary for solving M-TSP due to its high
computational complexity. Modern heuristic techniques, namely genetic
algorithms as applied here can be good candidates for this problem.
Section two (2) of this paper provides the description of M-TSP with time
windows specifications and section three (3) presents the proposed heuristic
techniques used to find acceptable tours for the problem. Experimental details and
results are presented in section four (4) while section five (5) concludes the paper
with an outline of further work.

2. Background
2.1. Description of M-TSP with time windows
The M-TSP with time windows is represented by a set of identical robots denoted
by V, and a directed graph G = (C, A), which consist of a set of points, C. The
nodes 0 and n + 1 represent the base point, i.e., exiting point, and returning point
respectively. The set of n vertices denoting service points is denoted N. The arc
set A denotes all possible connections between the nodes (including node
denoting base point). No arc terminates at node 0 and no arc originates at node
n +1 and all routes start at 0 and end at n +1.We associate a cost Cij and a time tij
with each arc (i, j)∈A of the routing network.
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The travel time ti,j may include service time at point i. Each robot has a
distance limit q and each point i has a distance di , i∈C. Each point i has a time
window, [ai,bi], where ai and bi are the respective opening time and closing times
of i. A robot may arrive before the beginning of the service time window (i.e., ai)
meaning incur waiting time until service is possible. However, no robot may
arrive past the closure of a given time interval, bi. Robots must also leave the
service point within the service point time window [a0, b0] and must return before
or at time bn+1. Assuming waiting time is permitted at no cost, we may assume
that a0=b0= 0; that is, all routes start at time 0.
The model has two types of decision variables x and s. For each arc (i,j),
where i = j, i = n + 1, j = 0, and each robot k, the decision variable xijk is equal to
1 if robot k drives from vertex i to vertex j, and 0 otherwise. The decision variable
sik denotes the time robot k,k ∈ V starts to service point i,i∈C. If vehicle k does not
service point i , then sik has no meaning. We may assume that a0 = 0 and therefore
s0k = 0, ∀ k. The objective of the M-TSP with time windows is to service all the C
service points using the V robots such that the following objectives are met and
the following constraints are satisfied.
Objectives
• Minimize the total number of robots used to service the service points.
• Minimize the distance traveled by the robots.
Constraints
• Robot capacity constraint is observed.
• Time window constraint should be observed.
• Each service points are serviced exactly once.
• Each robot route starts at vertex 0 and ends at vertex n+1.
Figure 1 shows a simple graphical model of the M-TSP with time windows
and its solution. In this example, there are two routes, route 1 with 4 service
points and route 2 with 5 service points.
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Fig. 1. Sample Solution for M-TSP (2 robots 1 Base Points).
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The M-TSP with time windows model can be mathematically formulated as
shown below:
Min

∑∑∑c

ij

xijk

such that

(1)

k∈V i∈N j∈N

∀i ∈ C

(2)

∀k ∈ V
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V={1,2,...,k} robots
di service point i demand
bi service point i close time
N={0,1,...,n,n+1} node size

C={1,2,...,n} service points
ai service point i open time
0,n+1 station
qk robot i capacity

tij service point i from j time

sik service point i take k service time

The objective function (1) states that costs should be minimized. The
constraint set (2) states that each service point must be visited exactly once by one
robot, and constraint set (3) states that the robot capacity should not be exceeded.
The next set of constraints (4), (5) and (6) gives the flow constraints that ensure
that each robot leaves base points 0, departs from a service points it visited and
finally returns to the base point, given by node n + 1. The nonlinear inequality (7)
(which can be easily linearized, see [1]) states that a robot K cannot arrive at j
before sik + tij if it travels from from i to j. Constraint (8) ensures that time
windows are observed and (9) gives the set of integrality constraints.

3. Solution Procedure
Generalized TSP solution procedure generally prescribed is an iterative
interaction between the main problem and many sub-problems as illustrated in
Fig. 2 [18]. The main problem determines a clustering result that divides all
service points into m groups by minimizing the total cost function. This clustering
information is then passed to sub-problems, and each sub-problem optimizes its
own routing sequence. The summation of the objective values of all sub-problems
is returned to the main problem as a performance index for evaluating the current
clustering result.
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Fig. 2. Interaction between Main Problem and Sub-problem.
Although the decomposition of the original M-TSP with time windows has
resulted in a set of smaller problems, these new problems are still difficult to
solve. Thus, in the present study, the main problem is solved by a genetic
algorithm, and each sub-problem is solved by a heuristic algorithm.
The flow chart of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3. The decision variables,
yik of the main problem are first encoded as a string called chromosome. As an
example, assuming that the base point has three robots and seven service points to
serve, the chromosome can be represented by the following string in Table 1.
Table 1. Chromosome String Representation.
Service Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Chromosome 2 2 3 1 2 3 3
In the above example, the chromosome means that node 4 will be visited by
robot 1, nodes 1, 2 and 5 by robot 2, and nodes 3, 6 and 7 by robot 3.
Equivalently, the decision variables yik are determined from the chromosome as
y41=y12= y22=y52=y33 =...=y63=y73= 1, and yik = 0 for all the remaining i and j. The
encoding of decision variables in this manner rather than using their original
binary value can greatly shorten the length of chromosomes.
The fitness function in the genetic algorithm is used to evaluate the
performance of a chromosome, i.e., the optimality of a set of decision variable
values. Thus, the fitness function of the algorithm is defined by the objective
function of the clustering problem. In the beginning of the algorithm, a pool of
chromosomes is randomly generated, where each chromosome represents a
clustering result. Each chromosome’s fitness is evaluated by solving a set of subproblems as discussed earlier. If current chromosomes are satisfactory, then the
algorithm terminates; otherwise, a new pool of chromosomes is generated through
a guided evolution. This evolutionary process contains operations of reproduction,
crossover, and mutation. The reproduction operation is carried out by the method
of tournament selection [19] which first selects some chromosomes with better
fitness in the pool and makes copies of these selected chromosomes, then uses the
roulette wheel selection or uniform selection to pick chromosomes from the pool
for reproduction. The well-known two-point crossover is used to generate new
chromosomes by swapping designated bits of a pair of chromosomes. The orderbased mutation [20] is also adopted to produce heterogeneous chromosomes in
the pool to avoid early convergence of the algorithm. This mutation method is to
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randomly select a chromosome from the pool, and then randomly picks two bits
in this chromosome and swaps them.
The detailed steps of the algorithm for solving the main clustering problems
follows the norm for genetic algorithm [21] with minimum modification to suit
M-TSP with time windows are as follows:
Step 0. Initialization.
Total number of chromosomes in the pool, H.
The maximum number of evolutionary generation, G.
Number of copies for tournament selection, u.
Crossover rate pc; mutation rate pm.
Generation counter g 1.
Step 1. Initial gene pool.
Step 1.1. Randomly generate a chromosome.
Step 1.2. Check the satisfaction of capacity constraint for this chromosome.
If Eq. (3) is not satisfied then discard this chromosome and go
back to Step 1.1
Step 1.3. If the total number of chromosomes is H then go to Step 2;
otherwise go back to Step 1.1
Step 2. Fitness evaluation
Step 2.1. For each chromosome in the pool, solve its corresponding set
of sub-problems, and obtain its fitness value Pk2Kzk
Step 2.2. Find the minimum fitness value, F*, of all the chromosomes in
the current generation
Step 2.3. Find the minimum fitness value, F**, of all the generations so far
Step 3. Stop criteria
If F__ is satisfactory or g=G then stop; otherwise go to Step 4
Step 4. New chromosome generation g g + 1
Step 4.1. Reproduction by tournament selection
Step 4.2. Crossover
Randomly pick chromosomes from the pool with a probability pc
Apply the two-point crossover on the picked chromosomes
Step 4.3. Mutation
Randomly pick chromosomes from the pool with a probability pm
Apply the order-based mutation on the picked chromosomes
Step 5. Chromosome sifting
Check the satisfaction of capacity constraint for each chromosome in the
new pool
If Eq. (3) is not satisfied for a chromosome then discard it
Step 6. Go to Step 2.
In step 2 of M-TSP with time window algorithm, the fitness evaluation of a
chromosome is obtained through solving a set of sub-problems, where each of
them is an independent TSP with time window problem. The TSP with time
window is also an NP-hard problem; thus, a heuristic algorithm is being used to
find an acceptable solution the problem. This algorithm determines the sequence
of Service points to visit according to their latest acceptable arriving time, li. The
rationale behind this rule is to reduce the likelihood of violating time window
constraints in the later portion of the routing sequence. The steps of this algorithm
for solving the kth sub-problem are described as follows:
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Step 1. Sort service points by the ascending order of their latest acceptable arriving time
Step 1.1. For all i, je Nk, position i before j if li < lj; otherwise, go to Step 1.2
Step 1.2. If li = lj (i ≠ j) and li–ei < lj–ej then position i before j; otherwise
position j before i
Step 3. Compute the return time
Tk = d k +

∑ ∑ [x

ijk

max{t j , i j } + s j

]

i∈N k j∈N k

If Tk > rk, then return the information of infeasibility to the main
problem; otherwise go to Step 4.
Step 4. Compute
zx =

∑ ∑C
i∈N1 j∈N 2

ij

xijk + ∑ pi (t i )
j∈N 2

Return zk to the main problem.
In Step 1.2 of the algorithm, the rule is to prioritize the service points with a
tighter time window when two service points have the same latest acceptable
arriving time.
Variable
encoding

Define the
fitness function

Initial gene pool
generation

Fitness Evaluation
Solve
Sub-problems

Chromosomes

∑z

i

k∈K

Stop criteria
Satisfied?

Yes

Stop

No
Fitness Evaluation
Reproduction
Crossover
Mutation

Fig. 3. Heuristic Algorithm for M-TSP.
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4. Computational Experiments
In this section, the algorithms described in Section 3 is tested on randomly
generated problem set that have been formulated according to the standard set
developed by Solomon [22]. Three different types of problems are named Rx, Cx,
and RCx in which x designates the number of service points in the problem. The
problems with the same number of service points in the same type are further
denoted by an index preceded by an underline score. Such as R10_1 and R10_2
are two different problems both have ten service points in type R. In the problem
set of type R, the service points’ coordinates are distributed by a random uniform
distribution. Service points are clustered in problems of type C and semiclustered
in problems of type RC. The semiclustered problem is the one that contains a mix
of randomly generated and clustered data. All graphical coordinates in test
problems are generated within a [0, 100]2 square.
To justify the performance of the proposed approach, we conducted
computational experiments in two perspectives. First, the performance of M-TSP
with time windows is evaluated using different problem sizes. Then the effects of
changing the number of robots for a set of service area are then evaluated.

4.1. Effect of problem size
Figures 4 to 6 show some of the network topologies obtained after running MTSP, where the proposed solution are presented for 100 service points using 3
mobile robots. Figure 4 represents data sets (R) where service points are randomly
dispersed. Figure 5 represents service points that are clustered (C) while Fig. 6 the
service points are mixed (RC). It should be noted that nodes in the R category
networks are much harder to solve than in C category. Due to space limitation
only three network topologies are shown here, however, the general behavior is
representative of the respective data sets.

Fig. 4. Solution for 100 Service Points
for Random (R) Distribution.
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Fig. 5. Solution for 100 Service Points
for Clustered (C) Distribution.

Fig. 6. Solution for 100 Service Points
for Random Clustered (RC) Distribution.
In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm on different problem
sizes, the original problem of the distribution center is expanded artificially in
terms of the number of vehicles and the number of retailer nodes. The
computational results are shown in Table 2, where we can see that all problems
are solved in acceptable time. These results suggest that our approach is robust for
different problem sizes.
Table 2. Computational Result between Single and Multiple TSP.
Instance
R10_1

C10_1

RC10_1

Num. Service
Points
10
100
1000
10
100
1000
10
100
1000

M-TSP

Instance

27.972
116.154
1562.080
27.138
87.984
1119.823
26.648
82.504
1705.966

R10_2

C10_2

RC10_2
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Num. Service
Points
10
100
1000
10
100
1000
10
100
1000

M-TSP
27.132
107.301
1222.354
24.354
97.166
1175.966
26.648
80.655
1880.181
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4.2. Effect of mobile robots number variation
The present study suggested that by dividing the original problem into multi
traveling salesman problems then for each of the sub-problem can be handled
satisfactorily by ordinary mobile robots. The advantages of this decomposition are
to reduce the problem size and to solve sub-problems that are simpler than the
original problem. To assess this argument, a genetic algorithm that is similar to
the one proposed in Section 3 is developed to solve the original M-TSP with time
windows problem as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Computational Result on Different Problem Sizes.
Number of
Robots
1

3

5

Service Points

Traveling Cost

Average

20
30
40
20
30
40
20
30
40

35.427
48.863
54.278
38.031
48.941
59.512
39.169
51.761
60.669

35.427
48.863
54.278
12.677
16.314
19.837
7.833
10.372
12.134

5. Conclusions
This study has proposed an approach for solving the robot routing problem with
time windows. Our approach takes advantage of the mobile robot special structure
which facilitates the decomposition of the original problem into a main clustering
problem and many TSP with time window sub-problems. This decomposition not
only reduces the problem size but also changes the original problem to many
relatively simpler problems. The main clustering problem is solved by a genetic
algorithm and each sub-problem is independently solved by a heuristic algorithm.
The whole solution procedure contains iterative interactions between the main
problem and the set of sub-problems. Through these iterative interactions the
solution of the original problem is improved gradually.
Perhaps most significantly, our interpretation of the M-TSP represents a
philosophically different view of the problem as the whole. When the multi robot
routing is viewed with-out bias towards number of mobile robots or total cost, we
are afforded with a more natural multi-objective perspective for this application
problem. No unnecessary bias is introduced into the search. This is in stark
contrast to most other work in multi robot routing, in which the number of robot
used is given implicit priority, and consequently the scoring procedure must
prioritize this dimension of the problem.
We claim that there is no theoretical or practical advantage to giving priority
to the number of robots, perhaps other than having a common framework from
which to compare different researcher’s results. Admittedly, there is an associated
cost to having more robots. However, there is also an associated cost to the
additional fuel and time used in using fewer robots at longer distances to service
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points. Furthermore, robot counts can be less important when robots and
manpower costs are low. By considering minimal cost (distance), we reduce
energy consumption. Such ecological considerations are arguably of growing
concern in a world of greenhouse gases and a depleted ozone layer.
In any case, the M-TSP is naturally multi-objective, and neither dimension is
fundamentally more important than the other from a theoretical perspective and
even from a practical aspect, it is arguably debatable as to whether the
optimization search should be biased towards minimizing the number of robots
deployed as most current research work on M-TSP tends to do. Hence, as can be
seen with our results, the proposed approach generates a set of equally valid MTSP solutions.
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